Optical motion capture is based on estimating the threedimensional positions of markers by triangulation from multiple cameras. Successful performance depends on points being visible from at least two cameras and on the accuracy of the triangulation. Triangulation accuracy is strongly related to the positions and orientations of the cameras. Thus, the configuration of the camera network has a critical impact on performance. A poor camera configuration may result in a low quality three-dimensional (3D) estimation and consequently low quality of tracking. This paper proposes a camera configuration metric that is based on a probabilistic model of target point visibility from cameras with "good" views. An efficient algorithm, based on simulated annealing, is introduced for estimating the optimal configuration of an arbitrary set of cameras for a given distribution of target points. The accuracy and robustness of the algorithm are evaluated through both simulation and empirical measurement. An implementation of the method is available for download as a tool for the community 
Introduction
Robust, accurate motion tracking is a key component in most augmented and virtual reality systems. Motion tracking is used to estimate the location and orientation of the viewer's head in order to determine the eyepoint for correct perspective rendering of images. In addition, full-body motion tracking is frequently used to generate avatars that represent the viewer in the virtual environment. Optical motion tracking is a common technique for both head tracking and full-body motion capture. Cameras are placed around the area within which users are free to move. Feature points (typically reflective passive markers or active, light-emitting markers) are extracted from camera images and then the threedimensional locations of the markers are determined by triangulation from their locations in multiple images. The quality of the results depends greatly on the number and configuration of the cameras. This paper focuses on an automatic method to place a set of cameras in CAVE [Neira et al. 1992] and arena virtual reality systems taking into account the two primary sources of error related to camera layout: Marker visibility and triangulation accuracy.
estimates the best set of views for a specified set of target points. For this, we consider all possible locations of occluders and determine whether or not each target point is visible in at least two triangulable views (i.e. two views with sufficiently different viewing angles to allow for accurate triangulation).
The method allows a user to specify the number of cameras and possible camera locations by a set of constraints on camera positions and orientations. Cameras can be constrained to lie on a line segment, on a planar area, or in a volumetric region. Line, plane, and volume constraints can be combined to allow a rich set of possibilities for camera placement.
We demonstrate the method by determining the optimal locations for 17 cameras tracking motion in 4-screen CAVE. Permissible camera locations include a volume near the screen borders and two planar mounting surfaces at the open end of the CAVE. We compute optimal camera placements for three sets of target points: a uniform grid, a random sample of points from a normal distribution centered on the midline of the CAVE, and a set of points from full-body motion capture of a virtual road crossing in our pedestrian simulator. Finally, we empirically test the method by comparing the quality of tracking for an ad hoc placement of cameras and a placement based on optimising for visibility without considering triangulation error to the results of tracking with cameras placed to maximize visibility and minimize triangulation error.
Related work
Prior research on camera placement has focused on two factors that contribute to inaccurate reconstruction: (1) Placing cameras to minimize the error due to inaccurate triangulation and (2) Placing cameras to provide the best views in the presence of occlusion. Sanders-Reed [Sanders-Reed 2001] analyzed error propagation for 3D position estimation through triangulation of two cameras. The analysis points to the critical role that camera configuration has on error propagation -the optimal configuration is to have a 90 degree angle between the sensors. Error propagation increases to a maximum at 0 and 180 degrees. Olague & Mohr [Olague and Mohr 2002] analyzed the characteristics of error propagation in triangulation and verified the results experimentally. They introduced a criterion of error propagation by finding the maximum element in the diagonal of covariance 3D point reconstruction matrix. The maximum element represented the worst error propagation for a given configuration. In order to globally optimize the solution, a genetic algorithm was utilized. Olague et al. assumed cameras were mounted on a plane at a constant distance from the center point of target and also cameras were oriented to the target point. These two strong assumptions were relaxed in [Katz et al. 2010 ].
Cowan and Kovesi identified a set of constraints affecting camera network quality to avoid trial-and-error fashion camera placement [Cowan and Kovesi 1988] . They decomposed the viewed object into its surfaces. The solution for each surface was calculated separately based on a set of constraints and then local solutions were combined into a global solution for the original object. For each constraint (including resolution degradation, focus, and occlusion), they find a 3D volume where any point in that region satisfies the corresponding constraint. They then found the intersection of those individual 3D volumes to find a region(s) which can satisfy all the constraints. Mason [Mason 1997 ] expanded this idea with more constraints and proposed a heuristic model to find the optimal configuration.
The model proposed by Cowan and Kovesi only addresses stationary occlusion (self-occlusion). Mason's heuristic method finds a solution for a particular target but it may not be the optimal solution. In addition, Mason's method does not work for moving targets. Instead of dealing with object surfaces, Wu, Sharma, and Huang [Wu et al. 1998 ] consider the intersection of the projection pyramids to present a numerical measurement of uncertainty bounds.
Chen & Davis [Chen and Davis 2008 ] developed a probabilistic model of occlusion. The occluder was assumed as an infinite plane rotating around the target point with a uniform distribution. The model predicts how likely a target point is to be visible by at least two cameras. Chen et al. introduced a quality metric of camera configuration in the presence of occlusion. Although [Chen and Davis 2008] nicely accounts for dynamic occlusion in the quality metric, they did not take into account the convergence angles of the cameras. As a consequence, the method can find configurations that produce large errors in target locations as a result of poor triangulation caused by having nearly parallel cameras.
This study leverages the strength of analytical studies [Nurre and Hall 1986; Olague and Mohr 2002; Sanders-Reed 2001; SandersReed 2002] in order to deal with error propagation in triangulation and exploits the benefits of a probabilistic model of occlusion [Chen and Davis] to introduce a comprehensive metric for camera configuration.
Methodology
The proposed method addresses three sources of motion capture failure: 3D reconstruction error, resolution degradation due to the distance from camera, and dynamic occlusion. The quality metric is then incorporated into a simulated annealing algorithm to minimize the residual of a given set of target points and workspace topology. The following sections present the 3D reconstruction error, resolution degradation, a probabilistic occlusion model, and a quality metric.
3D Point Reconstruction
Stereo image reconstruction is based on triangulation from two or more cameras in known locations [Brown et al. 2003; Hartley and Sturm 1997; Liu et al. 2005; Wu, Sharma and Huang 1998 ]. The 3D location of a target lies on a ray from the camera center of projection through the location of the target point on the image. When the target is identified in two non-parallel image planes, the target lies at the intersection of rays from the two camera centers of projection. Because of errors in estimates of camera rotation and translation parameters (i.e. the camera model), and inaccuracy in the estimates of the image coordinates, the two back-projected rays will not, in general, intersect exactly at the actual target position. Therefore, the target location is typically approximated, for example, by finding the midpoint between rays [Hartley and Zisserman 2003; Hartley and Sturm 1997] (Figure 2 ).
The accuracy of the computed 3D location of will depend on errors in the camera models (intrinsic parameters), errors in the estimates of the target's locations in the two images (extrinsic parameters), and on the error propagation characteristics of the linear system [Hartley and Zisserman 2003] . If the two camera view vectors (the rays from the centers of projection to the target point) are parallel, the linear system is singular and no solution can be found. If the view vectors are nearly parallel, the linear system will be poorly conditioned. This will cause inevitable small errors in the camera models or estimates of the locations of the target in the images to be magnified in the result.
Error propagation in 3D triangulation has been well studied [Olague and Mohr, 2002; Lourakis and Argyros 2004; SandersReed 2001; . Olague and Mohr measured error propagation in 3D triangulation from two cameras for a range of convergence angles. They calculated the uncertainty of a triangulated point using the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Figure 3 shows how error increases exponentially for parallel or nearly parallel convergence angles whereas the error is negligible for a range of angles about the perpendicular view.
To assure that the triangulation is well conditioned, we require that a target be in view of at least two cameras with view vectors that are sufficiently non-parallel that triangulation computations are well-conditioned. Based on the results of Olague and Mohr, we established a relatively conservative range for the acceptable convergence angle between two cameras at 40 and 140 degrees (Figure 4 ). When a target is visible in two cameras with view vectors in this range, we say the cameras have triangulable views.
Resolution Degradation
The other factor we consider in determining the visibility of a target is resolution degradation resulting from the distance between target point and camera. In the theory of triangulation, the target [Wu, Sharma and Huang 1998 ]. point is always represented by a single point. However in the real world, targets have volume. Spherical markers are typically used and the center point of projected image is used as the location of the target. The size of projection of the target onto the image plane shrinks as the target becomes more distant from the camera until it vanishes. Therefore, for any size of reflective marker and any type of camera, there is a distance where marker cannot be visible by the camera beyond that point. In [Wu, Sharma and Huang 1998 ], the error volume is estimated for a target as a function of the target's distance from the camera. Our model simplifies this error model by classifying visible or not-visible based on the distance from camera. Figure 5 accounts for resolution degradation due to the target moving away from a pair of parallel cameras. In our study, our experiments revealed the effective range of camera is ~14 feet. Therefore, 12 feet (~365 ) was used as a safe range for the camera and any point beyond that was treated as invisible ( Figure  6 ). This visibility threshold can be varied from one camera to other.
Probabilistic Occlusion Modeling
Occlusion modelling can be formulated as a visibility problem if the occluders are static and in known locations. The visibility problem (e.g. Art Gallery problem) is well-studied and there are a number of published methods to choose optimal vantage points [Fleishman et al. 1999; O'rourke 1987; Shermer 1992] . However, for most VR and AR applications, the occluders are dynamic and unpredictable. Occlusion may be caused by other users in the tracked space or by the participant's own body. 2008] proposed a metric to estimate the quality of a camera configuration in the presence of dynamic occlusion by examining the visibility of a set of target points for a class of occluders. The occluders are vertically oriented, planar surfaces adjacent to the targets. Occluders have infinite extent so that they prevent any camera in the half-space on the opposite side of the occluder from seeing the target. Thus, the only camera locations that are un-occluded by this set of occluders lie on a vertical line that passes through the target point. For our application, these are typically not available for camera placement because the cameras would either be in the space or in the path of the projector (i.e. cast a shadow on the front protected image on the floor). Thus, with the exception of these unusable placement locations, the vertical occluders account for all possible occluders and for all possible camera locations.
Chen & Davis [Chen and Davis
Such an occluder splits the volume into two half-spaces. For a given camera placement, the metric estimates the probability that at least two cameras can observe a feature point. The Chen & Davis method draws m random samples from the space of all possible occluders to estimate the expected probability of occlusion at a point. To evaluate the quality of a given camera configuration, the probability of occlusion is estimated for a sampling of all possible feature locations.
The Chen & Davis method fails to consider two key sources of error: (1) targets that are too far from the camera to be resolved (i.e. out of range) and (2) large error propagation in the triangulation that occurs when two cameras have parallel or nearly parallel view vectors.
We propose a method that takes into account both triangulability and resolution degradation. In addition, we consider all possible occluder angles instead of a random sampling of possible occluders. Our method borrows the concept of an infinite occluder from the Chen & Davis. The metric returns a number between 0 and 360, representing the sum of occluder orientations for which a target is not visible in at least two triangulable views.
Calculating visibility for every single occluder rotation is not an efficient solution and it may not be feasible for large numbers of target points and cameras. Our proposed quality metric includes an efficient algorithm to calculate visibility of a target point for all occluder orientations by grouping orientations into regions of equivalent visibility. 
Quality Metric
This section presents a quality metric based on the visibility of a target point in a least two triangulable views in the presence of dynamic occlusion. We consider all possible orientations of a vertical occluding surface and compute the sum of angles for which the target point is not visible in two triangulable views. In the next section, we use this metric in a simulated annealing algorithm to compute optimal camera placements for n cameras given a set of possible target locations. Figure 7 illustrates a 3D perspective view of a target point, the occluder, and two cameras. The target point has no volume. However, for clarity of presentation we show it as a small sphere. The occluder passes through the target point and it splits the volume into two half-spaces consisting of a front-side and a back-side. The target is occluded from view for all cameras on the back-side; the occluder does not interfere with the visibility of the target for cameras on the front-side. As the occluder rotates about the updirection, cameras change from the front side to the back side of the occluder and from the back side to the front side of the occluder. Let's assume that the target is within the effective ranges and in the fields of view of both cameras. As it is shown in the Figure 7 , both cameras are located on front-side of the occluder. If the convergence angle is triangulable, then this target point can be reconstructed for this occluder orientation. If there are not two such cameras on the front side, then the target cannot be reconstructed with the occluder at this orientation and the occluder angle must be added to the error metric. Figure 8 presents a top-down view of camera arrangement in Figure  7 with the cameras placed at a constant distance from the target. This preserves the angles of view and illustrates how the orientation of the occluder influences visibility for the camera pair. The angle is the projection of the convergence angle between the cameras onto the horizontal plane.
Note that as the occluder rotates around up-direction, the visibility of the target point remains the same until it passes a view vector of one of the cameras. As the occluder crosses one of the view vectors, a single camera moves from the front-side to the back-side or from the back-side to the front-side. Therefore, the visibility (and triangulability) of the target is the same for all angles of the occluder between these crossings and we need only test visibility for one orientation in this range. We assume that the angle of convergence for the two cameras shown in Figure 9 is in the acceptable range for triangulation, (40 ≤ ≤ 140), and that the target is within the effective range of both cameras. The occluder can rotate 180 − degrees clockwise from the view vector of 2 to view vector of 1 while the target point is visible for both cameras (see Figure 10) . The target cannot be triangulated for other orientations of the occluder. Thus, for this pair of cameras, the occluder cannot be triangulated over a range of 180 + degrees.
Because the triangulability of a point is constant until an occluder passes the view vector of a camera, it is not necessary to enumerate all orientations of the occluder to compute the quality metric for a pair of cameras. We only need to examine one instance from each section (see Figure 10) . Given cameras looking at the target point, their view vectors divide the circle of all possible occluder orientations into 2 sections over which visibility is the same for all orientations within each section. We use the middle orientation of the range to test for triangulability -this orientation bisects two camera view vectors. Let be the number of cameras on the frontside of the occluder. There are ( 2 ) pairs of cameras that can potentially satisfy the triangulability constraint. It is sufficient to have a single pair of cameras that satisfy the triangulability constraint in a section.
The algorithm below calculates the quality metric for a single target point. Each section (between two view vectors) is considered. For section , if there is no pair of cameras satisfying the triangulability constraint, then we add the range of section to the error metric: The algorithm randomly picks a camera and changes its position or/and orientation at each step. The new configuration is evaluated using the proposed quality metric. If the quality metric of the new configuration is better than the best configuration found so far, then the algorithm accepts the new configuration. On the other hand, if the new configuration is worse than the best configuration, SA accepts the new configuration with some probability, depending on the current temperature and Boltzmann selection [Mahfoud 2000 ]. SA accepts a configuration with a quality metric less than the best known configuration with higher probability at the beginning of the run to escape potential local minima. As the algorithm proceeds, the probability of accepting a configuration with a quality metric that is lower than that of the best known configuration is reduced until the algorithm only accepts solutions that are better than the best current configuration.
The triangulation constraint creates a challenge for SA. At least two cameras are needed to satisfy the triangulation constraint. SA changes only one camera at a time. When SA changes one camera to an uncovered area, there is no reduction in the quality metric. Because there is no observable benefit to placing a camera to cover an uncovered area, cameras convergence to one spot and the rest of volume remains uncovered.
There are two ways to address this problem. One approach is to modify the update step in SA to adjust two cameras instead of one. However, because it is highly unlikely that a random adjustment will result in placing the two cameras such that they converge on an uncovered region, this approach does little to improve the convergence of SA to a desirable solution. The other approach is to increase the penalty for uncovered target points so that SA is rewarded for adjusting a single camera to cover an uncovered region. This is the approach we've successfully implemented and tested.
For a given target point , let be the set of cameras such that is in their fields of view and within their effective ranges. The new error metric, , that takes into account the original quality metric and includes a penalty value for points that are viewable by no cameras:
The cost function of a given configuration is the accumulation of individual errors of all target points:
To motivate SA to spread cameras across the volume, uncovered target points should have a strictly larger error than target points covered by one camera. Therefore, should be strictly larger than zero. Based on our experimental results, any value of less than 180 leads to a spread of cameras across the volume.
Testing the Method
The method was tested with both synthetically generated target point sets and target points sets captured from a person wearing a body suit covered with reflective markers walking in our CAVE virtual environment. For each point set, we computed an optimal configuration using the SA algorithm. We show the results quantitatively by reporting the average coverage (the angular range over which a target point is visible in at least two triangulable views) and visually by rendering the target point set as a heat map showing, for each point, the coverage. For the captured point sets, we empirically compare the performance of the optimal configuration computed by the SA algorithm to an ad hoc configuration and to a configuration computed using the Chen & Davis metric.
For all but one of these tests, we restrict the possible camera locations to mountable areas around our CAVE virtual environment. However, the method allows a user to specify an arbitrary set of 3D constraints on camera locations. To demonstrate this flexibility, we present a solution for one of our target point sets in which the camera constraints are relaxed, simulating a 3D arena in which cameras surround the point set.
Our CAVE displays images on three vertical screens and a floor. Seventeen Optitrack Flex13 mocap cameras were used for this experiment. The Flex13 camera has a field of view of 48º and an effective range of about 365 cm. These values were used to determine the visibility of a target point by a single camera.
Figure 11: (Left) CAVE optimal configuration for a random sample of 1000 target points drawn from a normal distribution. (Right) CAVE optimal configuration for a uniform grid of 1155 target points.
Triangulability was based on a target point being visible to two cameras with a convergence angle in the range 40º-140º.
The tool's GUI represents the best camera placement found so far. Each cube in the scene represents a target point in the volume and its color depicts the coverage of the target point. Target points colored red are visible by at most one camera over all occluder angles; target points colored dark blue are visible by at least two triangulable views over all 360 degrees of occluder orientation. Colors between these extremes represent the magnitude of the average error metric.
Different target distributions and CAVE
The optimal placements for a set of 17 cameras were estimated for a 300 × 180 × 420 cm volume inside of the CAVE for two distributions of target points (see Figure 11 ): a) A uniform grid of target points that filled the interior volume of the CAVE. Target points were spaced every 30 cm on the grid for a total of 1155 target points.
b) A random sample of target points that were uniformly distributed in the vertical and longitudinal directions and normally distributed about the midline of CAVE in the lateral (side to side) direction. This placed more points near the center of the CAVE where participants are more likely to be in our experiments. Target points were distributed throughout the volume of the CAVE. Table 1 presents the visibility metric (i.e. range of orientations for which targets points are not visible in two triangulable views) in the optimal camera configuration computed by SA for the two target point sets: a uniform grid and a sample drawn from a normal distribution about the midline of the CAVE. The corresponding heat map renderings of target point visibility are displayed in Figures 11.
The best coverage is achieved with the normal distribution. As is apparent in the heat map rendering, the most difficult areas to cover lie near the screens. Because of the constraints on camera locations, it is difficult to place cameras to see target points from all sides when the targets are close to a screen. A greater proportion of target points lie near with midline of CAVE in the normal distribution and, hence, the average performance is superior to that achieved with the uniform distribution. Figure 12 shows the rate of convergence over 62,000 iterations of the SA algorithm. The example shown was based on a normal distribution described above. However, a similar pattern of convergence was observed for other target point sets. The error dropped very quickly at the beginning of SA process and stabilized after about 25,000 iterations. The running time for this example took about 5 hours to accomplish over 62,000 iterations of the SA algorithm; however, the convergence was stable after about 2 hours.
To examine how the number of cameras influenced the size of the error in the final result, we ran the SA algorithm for camera sets of size 3 to 17. As would be expected, the larger the number of cameras, the better the result. Figure 13 gives the minimum error achieved for different numbers of cameras. The results are based on the sample set of normally distributed target points used in Table  1 . Each configuration was repeated 10 times. The error bar represents the standard deviation (SD). A similar pattern of results was obtained for other data sets. The error was reduced as the number of cameras was increased but the improvement decreased as additional cameras were added.
Empirical results
An important motivation for our work is to place cameras to optimally recover full-body motions in the CAVE. To examine the suitability of the algorithm for our application, we generated a target point distribution from actual walking motions. We then computed the optimal camera placements using the SA algorithm with the proposed metric and again with the Chen & Davis metric. We report the value of the visibility metric for the configurations returned and for an ad hoc configuration. Finally, we placed the cameras in the three different configurations (ad hoc, Chen & Davis, and proposed) and examined the performance for live motion capture.
Target points for real walking were captured from a participant wearing a body suit with 37 markers attached. The cameras were placed in an ad hoc arrangement for this initial capture. The participant walked from the back to the front of the CAVE along the midline for 2 min. The Motive software was used to capture the locations of the target points at 120 fps. Two minutes of walking generated 14,400 frames. Every frame could contain at most 37 markers, but due to the sub-optimal camera placement, most of frames had fewer than 37 matches. In order to have a manageable number of target points, the raw distribution was sub-sampled by selecting every 240th frame. The selected frames gave a fair representation of the movement. To further distribute the captured data, we shifted the 3D position of all points in each frame with a randomly selected frame. From this process we extracted 1659 target points that were then used to determine the optimal camera placements.
For many applications (e.g. character animation), full-body motions are captured in an open environment that is not confined by the screens of the CAVE. This allows cameras to surround the capture volume and offers greater visibility as compared to a CAVE. To examine how the camera placement constraints for a CAVE influence visibility, the same set of target points were employed to find the optimal camera placement for an arena. For the arena, cameras were constrained to lie in a volume enclosing the CAVE created by expanding the dimensions of the sides of the CAVE outward by one meter (essentially forming an envelope surrounding the CAVE). We expect the optimal configuration of the arena to outperform the optimal camera configuration for a CAVE. Table 2 presents the visibility metric for the ad hoc configuration, the optimal configuration computed using the Chen & Davis metric, and the optimal configuration computed with the proposed metric (all for a CAVE setup). For comparison, the visibility metric for the proposed method in an arena setup is also shown. The optimization results are all based on 10 runs of the SA algorithm. The corresponding heat map renderings of target point visibility are displayed in Figure 14 . As expected, the best performance was achieved with the arena configuration. The proposed method outperformed the ad hoc placement and the configuration computed with the Chen & Davis metric in the CAVE setup. For all the methods, the most problematic areas in the CAVE are positions near the front of the screen. Our final test of the effectiveness of the computed optimal configuration was to examine how well it performed with real-time capture of full-body motions. For this, we physically moved our cameras to the locations identified as optimal by the SA algorithm. We then captured walking motions with the optimally configured cameras and compared performance with the ad hoc configuration and the cameras positioned in the configuration computed with the Chen & Davis metric.
To facilitate physical camera placement, the optimization tool produces a map of camera placements. In addition, the tool computes the projection of the central axis of the camera and where it intersects a screen of the CAVE. Based on this projection, the tool produces an image showing the screen intersections that can be displayed on a wall of the CAVE. These markings serve as reference points for aiming the cameras once they are correctly positioned. When a camera is correctly positioned, it can be oriented by centering the corresponding intersection point on the camera image.
To test the effectiveness of the camera configuration in capturing full-body motion, we used the Motive software to capture 2 minutes of walking along the midline of the CAVE. Motions were separately captured with the cameras in the original ad hoc placement, in the configuration computed by the Chen & Davis method, and in the computed optimal placement. A participant wore a body suit with 37 retro-reflective markers on it. A total of 14,400 frames of data were collected with each camera configuration. To evaluate the capture, we look at the number of frames in which all 37 markers are successfully matched to the skeletal model and the average number of unmatched markers on each frame. As shown in Table 3 , the optimal configuration matched all 37 markers on 12,347 or 86% of the frames; the Chen & Davis method achieved 70% accuracy by successfully detecting 10122 frames; and the ad hoc configuration matched all 37 markers on 4322 or 30% of the frames. The average number of unmatched markers reflects this disparity in performance (0.29 unmatched markers per frame for the optimal configuration, 0.42 unmatched markers per frame for the Chen & Davis configuration, and 1.5 unmatched markers per frame for the ad hoc configuration). Fig. 15 shows the frequency of occurrence of unmatched markers for the ad hoc configuration, the optimal configuration computed with the Chen & Davis metric, and the optimal configuration computed using the proposed metric. The configuration computed by the proposed method had the fewest number of unmatched markers. The configuration computed with the Chen & Davis metric had the next fewest number of unmatched markers. However, in some frames as many as 12 markers were missed. The ad hoc configuration had the largest number of unmatched markers.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a method to optimally position a set of cameras to capture motions in the presence of dynamic occlusion. The method balances error propagation properties of triangulation computations and visibility for a class of occluders (vertical planes adjacent to a target point). The goal is to find a "sweet spot" where targets are likely to be visible in two triangulable cameras (i.e. cameras with view vectors that can be triangulated with minimal error). The approach allows designers to select a collection of target locations based on their understanding of the application and where targets are likely to be. Designers can also select the number of cameras and specify constraints on where the cameras can be located.
The results demonstrate that the configuration computed by the optimization algorithm can lead to substantial performance gains over ad hoc camera placement and a configuration based on the Chen & Davis method both in terms of the visibility metric and in the robustness of full-body motion capture using a commercial software capture system.
In future work, we plan to develop a parallel version in order to accelerate the process of error estimation. The method is wellsuited for parallelization because each target point can be estimated independently. Another interesting direction for future work is to use this algorithm as a basis to estimate the minimum number of cameras for a given accuracy threshold and workspace. 
